Dear POWHR Supporter,
This is our year. After nearly a decade of fighting the unnecessary, fracked gas Mountain
Valley Pipeline (MVP), we are closer than ever to winning. We are still here protecting our
beloved rivers, streams, communities and mountains because of you. We are generating
unprecedented media coverage, increasing organizational capacity and growing our
movement. It is time for us to defeat the MVP once and for all, as we move toward a
brighter future for our region.
Here’s a few things POWHR has on the horizon this season:
●

●

●

●

Welcoming Crystal Mello, Community Organizer, to POWHR’s team. Crystal will
work with POWHR as a community educator informing Southwest Virginians about
the harms of fossil fuel projects like the MVP and climate change, and as an advocate
who empowers communities to identify and address their climate justice needs.
Engaging our communities with opportunities to learn and develop ourselves as allies
in the fights for social justice and as advocates for environmental justice; as well as
working to make POWHR a more inclusive and welcoming organization.
Preparing for Mountain Valley Pipeline’s next move. MVP may seek new federal
permits after old ones were overturned at the US Fish and Wildlife Service and the
US Forest Service; and a two-year extension to construct the pipeline from the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). We are ready to organize around
these moments, to ensure that the voices of the public are heard.
Training volunteer water monitors to protect streams, rivers and wetlands through our
Mountain Valley Watch project.

We’re really grateful to be here at this moment, poised to continue fighting against the
MVP and for a different future for Appalachia. In the myriad climate and justice crises, it
can be hard to know where to turn when everything is at stake. Donating to POWHR
during our 2022 Summer Appeal is a way to contribute to work that centers
communities and prevents harms from the MVP. Donations of $50.00 or more during
June 21st through August 31st, 2022 will receive an exclusive print (see below) by
Virginian artist Emily Robinson, in gratitude for your support of POWHR’s mission.

You can donate to POWHR at powhr.org/donate/, by
scanning the QR code with your phone camera.
In solidarity,
Russell Chisholm, Co-Chair
Roberta Bondurant, Co-Chair

